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Designed to make play possible  with the 
known restric�ons.  
 
Of the people that might have the luxury of a 
printer at home, few may have colour prin�ng 
op�ons. The Game cards are hence designed to 
be  independent of the colours & has minimum 
graphics, to not overload the printers at home. 
This was done to ensure that they enjoy the 
game in Black & White too. Further considering 
the effort required to cut the game cards, we 
limited the overall number of pages required to 
print the game  and also provided it in an  A4 
layout. 
 
We also kept the game mechanics simple as the 
intended audience were mostly first �me 
gamers.

Print & Play

Be the quickest to get rid of all 
virus to win the game. Follow 
personal hygiene & use soap to 
stay safe. Use a mask if you're 
sick, and prevent others from 
being infected from your 
sneeze. Isolate yourself when 
infected and stay protected �ll 
you recover. 
 
A Game Designed by  
Benjamin Kurien

Theme & Learning

"This game aims to sensi�ze the impact of 
our ac�ons on society and how each one 
of us could be responsible for reducing the 
spread of the virus." 

Quickly discard off all virus cards from your 
hand to win the game.

Soap  
by saltedmangoes



Soap  
by saltedmangoes

How to play

Goal: Be the quickest to discard 
all virus cards from your hand to 
win the game.  
 
Setup: Remove all the sneeze & 
infec�on cards from the deck, 
shuffle it and distribute 7 cards 
to each player. Now add the 
sneeze & infec�on cards back 
into the deck and shuffle again. 
 
Gameplay: Youngest player 
starts by discarding any virus 
card from their hand. The game 
con�nues in clockwise direc�on. 
Each player discards a virus card 
from their hand that matches the 
previous card played in terms of 
number or style of the virus. If a 
player does not have a card to 
discard, they have to draw a card 
from the draw pile. Cards drawn 
from the draw pile can only be 
discarded in the next turn. 
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Discard this card immediately. 

If you don't have a mask, both 

you & the next player draws 

another card. 
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Use this mask to protect  

others from your sneeze. Or 

to protect yourself from 

another's sneeze.

M
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Sneeze Card: If the card drawn 
by the player is a sneeze card, 
they have to discard it 
immediately, and draw another 
card if they don't have a mask 
card.  
 
If the player has a mask card 
when they draw a sneeze card, 
then discard both the sneeze and 
mask card into the discard pile. 
The mask card protects the 
player from the sneeze and 
exempts them from having to 
pick another card from the draw 
pile.

Impact of the sneeze card on the 
next player: When a sneeze card 
is drawn & not protected by a 
mask, the next player in turn is 
also affected by it - & must pick a 
card from the draw pile a�er the 
player who sneezed has finished 
all their ac�ons. Drawing a card 
from the draw pile ends the turn 
for this player, unless they played 
a mask card to be protected from 
the sneeze. In this case the 
player con�nues to play their 
chance.  

Infec�on Card: If the card drawn 
by the player is an infec�on card, 
they have to discard it 
immediately. The player who 
picked an infec�on looses their 
next turn as they isolate 
themselves for a faster recovery. 
The next player discards a virus 
similar to the one discarded 
before the infec�on.

The Soap Card: Soap cards are 
few but powerful as it allows 
players to choose the virus card 
they want to discard with it. On 
the turn when you decide to play 
a soap card, discard any virus of 
your choice into the discard pile 
irrespec�ve of the virus last 
discarded. A�er discarding a 
virus, this player can also choose 
to reverse the order of play. 
 
Note: Shuffle the cards from the 
discard pile and use it as a draw 
pile, if the draw pile runs out of 
cards.
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Card Types & Distribu�on Logic

The number of cards based on their power were 
distributed in the ra�o of 1:3:9  (i.e. Soap : Ac�on : Virus = 
1:3:9). Further ac�on cards that had posi�ve & nega�ve 
impacts on the game were  distributed in the ra�o 2:3. 
Hence the total no of cards in the game were decided to 
be as follows:

Power: Soap 4

Posi�ve Ac�on: Mask 5

Nega�ve Ac�on : Sneeze 4

Nega�ve Ac�on : Infec�on 3

Base : Virus A 12

Base : Virus B 12

Base : Virus C 12

Theme + Promo�on 2

54Total No of cards (Prints on six A4 sheets)



We've been talking to our players and taking 
feedback. To further engage the more 
experienced gamers, we are looking forward to 
create an expansion pack, with a wider  variety of 
virus & ac�on cards to increase game �me and 
difficulty. Of them, a nega�ve ac�on card 
showing the impact of not maintaining social 
distance has the popular vote!

Feedback & Improvements

The game was made freely accessible to the 
public & promoted on social media, targe�ng 
relevant audience. A direct download link was 
provided from where people could get all the 
resources required to print the game. You can 
too! Download the game for free from 
instagram.com/saltedmangoes 

They're already playing


